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Abstract. We discuss a quantization prescription of the conformal algebras of
a class of d = 2 conformal field theories which are integrable. We first give a
geometrical construction of certain extensions of the classical Virasoro algebra,
known as classical W algebras, in which these algebras arise as the Lie algebra
of the second Hamiltonian structure of a generalized Korteweg-de Vries
hierarchy. This fact implies that the W algebras, obtained as a reduction with
respect to the nilpotent subalgebras of the Kac-Moody algebra, describe the
integrability of a Toda field theory. Subsequently we determine the coadjoint
operators of the W algebras, and relate these to classical Yang-Baxter matrices.
The quantization of these algebras can be carried out using the concept of a
so-called quantum group. We derive the condition under which the
representations of these quantum groups admit a Hubert space completion by
exploring the relation with the braid group. Then we consider a modification
of the Miura transformation which we use to define a quantum W algebra.
This leads to an alternative interpretation of the coset construction for
Kac-Moody algebras in terms of nonlinear integrable hierarchies. Subsequently
we use the connection between the induced braid group representations and
the representations of the mapping class group of Riemann surfaces to identify
an action of the W algebras on the moduli space of stable curves, and we give
the invariants of this action. This provides a generalization of the situation for
the Virasoro algebra, where such as invariant is given by the so-called Mumford
form which describes the partition function of the bosonic string.

1. Introduction and Summary

One of the most prominent problems in string theory is to develop a prescription
that incorporates both the geometric and algebraic concepts of its quantization.
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A first attempt in this direction, made a year ago by Friedan and Shenker [1],
consists of a description of so-called modular geometries which can be defined on
some infinite genus Riemann surface Σ. A modular geometry, which is an abstract
description of a conformal field theory, is defined to be a bilinear functional on
some noncommutative algebra Ac, labelled by a rational number c, which is
invariant under the modular, or mapping class group π^Σ).

The noncommutative algebra acts in the space of holomorphic sections of some
vector bundle Lc defined on the moduli space of stable Riemann surfaces of finite
genus. The energy-momentum tensor of the corresponding conformal field theory
is interpreted as a holomorphic flat connection on this bundle. If Lc is a holomorphic
line bundle it is, by a theorem of Harer [15], isomorphic to a power of the
holomorphic line bundle of one-differentials. This has been the key point in the
construction of Arbarello et al. [2], who proved that the cohomology of this space
is isomorphic to the cohomology of the Virasoro algebra, using a description on
a suitable infinite dimensional Grassmannian. As a result one finds that the
infinitesimal geometry of the determinant line bundles on moduli space is described
by the Virasoro algebra [10]. However, so far this formalism has been developed
only for line bundle geometries. This is a serious problem since for full
characterization of the string ground state it is necessary to incorporate all possible
geometries for given c such that the interplay between the representation theory
of the conformal algebra and the geometry of the moduli space of (stable) vector
bundles on Riemann surfaces is manifest.

A possible generalization is provided by the construction of so-called extended
Virasoro or W algebras which appeared in the generalization of the Sugawara
construction to higher-order Casimir operators [5,7,8,9]. However the con-
struction of these algebras as given by these authors does not provide a
geometrical interpretation along the lines described above.

In the present paper we will give a geometrical construction of the classsical
analogues of these W algebras which is suitable for a quantization prescription
that combines both its algebraic and geometrical properties. Our approach is
connected to the Drinfeld-Sokolov theory [14] on bi-Hamilton (also called
bi-Poisson) structures for integrable systems. As is well known, a characterizing
property of an integrable conformal field theory is that the master equation is the
classical Yang-Baxter equation. Recently much progress has been made in the
understanding of the algebraic nature of this equation which culminated in a
consistent quantization prescription in terms of a new algebraic object called a
quantum group [11].

Before we proceed, let us give a simple argument why conformally invariant
integrable field theories are necessarily of Wess-Zumino-Witten type, i.e. free field
theories, or Toda field theories for some Lie group G [9]. Consider the following
general Ansatz for the action of a scalar field theory:

sw = i^xidμφ'd.φ^j + v(φ)\ (i.i)
where gtj is an arbitrary n x n matrix and V(φ) an arbitrary potential. It follows
straight-forwardly using the classical field equations corresponding to (1.1), that
the improved energy momentum tensor is traceless, provided that
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J, (1.2)

where k is an integration constant. If one further requires that the theory be
integrable (in the sense of [13]) it follows that gtj is the Cartan matrix of some
simple Lie algebra ^. The theory defined in this way is known as a Toda field
theory on the .group manifold of some Lie group G. Note that (1.1) and V as in
(1.2), corresponds in the limit k -»0 to a free field theory. To such a theory one may
add a topological term, without affecting the integrability or the conformal
invariance, thus turning it into a Wess-Zumino-Witten model. The conserved
currents associated with (1.1) are known to build up a Kac-Moody algebra
associated with <&.

In Sect. 2 we use some results of [14] to show that the classical conformal or
W algebra can be obtained from the Hamilton reduction of integrable nonlinear
hierarchies associated with higher order differential operators. The space of
differential operators we shall consider in this paper form the dual of an SLN

Kac-Moody algebra. As is well known this space admits a natural Hamilton or
Poisson structure. The space of differential operators endowed with this Hamilton
structure, is identified as the phase space of the classical field theory. In addition
to this natural Hamilton structure, there exista a second Hamilton structure, a
fact which reflects a symmetry acting on this phase space. The pair of these
Hamilton structures is called a bi-Hamilton structure.

The study of this structure is the central point in this section. One of the main
properties we will discuss is the existence of a nonlinear map, which relates these
Hamilton structures. Geometrically this corresponds to reducing the phase space
with respect to this symmetry. This map is referred to as the Hamilton reduction.
It is provided by the so-called Miura transformation. In the first part of this section
we apply this formalism to quadratic differential operators to obtain the Virasoro
algebra. This case is well known in the literature (see [17]). In the second part we
generalize this to arbitrary differential operators of order N and show that the
resulting W algebra contains terms of higher order in the generators, which can
be considered as the classical analogues of the quadratic terms in the generalized
sugawara construction in [43,7,9]. This approach was first followed by Fateev
and Lykyanov [8], [48]. In the third part we present the relation of these algebras
and a classical Yang-Baxter matrix by exploring the relation between the nonlinear
hierarchies and the integrability of the Toda field theory. This provides an
alternative characterization of W algebra, namely as the Hamiltonian reduced
associative free tensor algebra modulo the ideal generated by the Yang-Baxter
relation. Such an algebra has the structure of what is called a bialgebra or Hopf
algebra. This point of view is relevant for discussing a quantization of W algebras.

In Sect. 3 we discuss a quantization description for the classical W algebras
formulated in terms of a quantum group built out of the classical Yang-Baxter
matrix for the (classical) Toda field theory. This quantum group is essentially a
generalization of the well known geometrical quantization procedure. It is defined
as a deformation of the Hopf algebra structure described in Sect. 2. In this respect
we would like to consider quantization of the classical reduced phase space as an
irreducible representation of this quantum group. This is in general impossible,
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since the reduction in the classical situation corresponds to a nonlinear
transformation which in general has no meaning after quantization. Or in other
words, the second Hamilton structure on the reduced phase space does not define
canonical conjugated variables. We will show in this section that this problem can
be solved in terms of solving a condition on the representation content of a
quantum group.

The section is divided into three parts. In the first part we derive the condition
for which the representation of the relevant quantum group admits a Hubert space
completion, using a homomorphism of the quantum group into the braid group.
Subsequently in Sect. 3.2 we introduce a normal ordering description in the Miura
transformation which depends on the deformation parameter of the quantum
group. Thus we are able to define a quantum W algebra. Using the relation with
the integrable nonlinear hierarchy we conclude that the effect of the Miura
transformation is similar to adding a term to the energy momentum tensor of the
underlying field theory corresponding to an electric charge "at infinity." As a result
we find that application of the Miura transformation leads to the so-called coset
construction for Kac-Moody algebras as developed in [6,7]. This relates the
central charge of the W algebras with the deformation parameter of the quantum
group. Finally in Sect. 3.3 we explore the relation between certain representations
of the braid group and the mapping class group to show that the quantized W
algebras define an action on the moduli space of stable curves. It is shown that
the irreducible highest weight representations of a W algebra define holomorphic
flat connections on the moduli space. This provides a generalization of the result
obtained in [2] for the Virasoro algebra, and shows that one may understand this
action as an action of the underlying quantum group.

2. Classical W Algebras

In this section we will show that the Kac-Moody algebra acting as a symmetry
algebra in a SIN. Toda field theory admits a reduction which yields the classical
extended Virasoro or W algebras. As will be shown, these algebras are obtained
as the Poisson algebra of the second Hamilton structure defined on the space of
smooth differential operators. To introduce the formalism and to fix the notation
we begin with briefly reviewing the situation for the Virasoro algebra, which is
related to the second Hamilton structure of the Korteweg-de Vries equation. This
is done in Sect. 2.1. Then, in Sect. 2.2 we generalize the formalism to arbitrary
Aff Kac-Moody algebras using a theorem in [14]. In Sect. 2.3 we establish the
connection with the classical Yang-Baxter r matrix and the induced Lie bialgebra
structure.

2.1 The bί-Hamilton Structure for the Virasoro Albebra. Our starting point is to
relate the 2-cocycle on the infinite dimensional Virasoro algebra with a so-called
bi-Hamilton structure. The technique we shall describe below is well known and
originally due to Gervais and Kupershmidt [16,17]. We will generalize it later on.

The Virasoro algebra is generated by a symmetric 2-tensor, the energy
momentum tensor of the underlying conformal field theory, which has Laurent
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expansion:

T(z)= ΣLnz-n~2 (2.1)
— oo

where

As is well known the variation of T(z) under a holomorphic change of coordinates
z -> z + w(z) is of the form:

δT(z) = ̂ w'"(z) + 2T(z)w'(z) + Γ'(z)w(z), (2.2)

where ceC and the ' denotes d/dz. This is equivalent to the following Lie algebra
relations for Ln:

[Lπ, LJ = (n - m)Ln+m + ̂ φ2 - \)δn+m (2.3)

which is the defining relation for the Virasoro algebra.
Our aim is to show that (2.2) is the coadjoint operator related to the second

Hamilton structure on the dual representation of the Virasoro algebra. To do so
we will introduce two Hamilton operators associated with (2.3). Consider a ring
K of vectorfϊelds f(θ}(d/dθ] on the circle S1 parametrized by θ, which by virtue of
a differential operator d:K-*K is turned into a Lie algebra of Dif^S1):

[/,0]=/0'-/'0. (2.4)

The Virasoro algebra is defined as the universal central extension by C described
by the 2-cocycle [23]:

ω(f,g) = c]πfg'"dθ, ceC, (2.5)
o

where c is the central charge. Thus, ω defines a skewsymmetric form on (2.4), with
c belonging to its center. We shall write (2.5) formally as

ω(f,g} = cfd*g. (2.6)

Next, introduce the ring to K denoted by C[u] generated by a periodic
C°° -function u(x) and all its derivatives. On C[u] we have the induced derivation
d:ul-+ui+i. Elements of the algebra in (2.4) will be called adjoint, whereas the
elements of its dual (i.e. the Lie algebra on C[u] induced by d) are called coadjoint.
The Hamiltonian H introduced above which is compatible with (2.4) is considered
as an operator on C[w], defined by

H=-(u, [/, 0]) = Jf(ud + dufa (2.7)
1 . 0

that is
H = ud + du. (2.8)

We can introduce an operator hω on C[w], corresponding to the 2-cocycle ω by
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so that

hω = cd\ (2.9)

It is not difficult to show that H2 = H + hω is again a Hamilton operator on C[w],
which is associated with the Lie algebra (2.4) with the non-trivial 2-cocycle (2.5).
Also the trivial cocyle on C[u]

(2.10)

gives rise to a Hamilton operator H1 = |<3 in an analogous way. The pair

+ cd3 (2.11)

is called a bi-Hamilton structure [27]. Observe that (2.2) is of the form H2. For
the moment we will put c = \. A well known fact states that to such bi-Hamilton
structure there corresponds an integrable hierarchy of nonlinear evolution
equations of the form:

dtu(x,ή = Polr(u) (2.12)

where the evolution is taken in some time direction £. The right-hand side of (2.12)
is a polynomial of degree r in C[u], In the case of (2.11), the associated hierarchy
is known as the Korteweg de Vries (KdV) hierarchy, which has the generic form

(2,3,
δu

where δ/δu denotes the functional derivative with respect to u, and Qr denotes the
rth conserved densities of the hierarchy, which is an element of C[u\. This first few
are [27]:

Q2 = ̂ u3-i(u')2)dx. (2.14)

Upon substituting these into (2.13) one finds the KdV equation as the first
non-trivial element of the hierarchy

dtu = ±(6uu' + u'"\ (2.15)

These Hamilton operators give rise to Poisson brackets by means of (2.15) and
can be written as a Hamilton equation. Before we discuss the properties of these
Poisson structures we consider the integrability of the KdV hierarchy a bit more
in detail. The bi-Hamilton system (2.13) (with c = ±) is closely related to a so-called
Lax representation of the KdV hierarchy:

dtL = lL,Al (2.16)

where L is the Hill operator:

L = d2 + u (2.17)
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and A the pseudo-differential operator of the form

A = (Ll/2Y+, (2.18)

where L1/2 is the pseudo-differential operator of the form

L1/2 = d+ £ 11,3"' (2.19)
i = 0

such that (L1/2)2 = L. This pseudo-differential operator is unique; the coefficients
of it are differential polynomials in the coefficients of L. In (2.18) the + denotes
the positive, i.e. the differential part. For r = 3 A is given by

A = (L3/2)+ - d3 + fiiδ + fw', (2.20)

which upon substituting in (2.16) produces the KdV equation. The fact that this
operator is of the same form as the second Hamilton operator has a nice
interpretation which we shall discuss at the end of this subsection. For the moment
we conclude that the Hamilton operators (2.11) define two Poisson structures on
the space of functional on the (smooth) manifold M consisting of all operators
of the form (2.17). These functionals are of the form

φ(L) = \f(u(ξ\ u\ξ\ . . . , un(ξ))dξ, (2.21)

where / is a polynomial in C[u\. The Poisson brackets induced on them are given by

(2.22)
δu δu

For the functions u(x) they are given by:

[u(x\ υ(y)}i = HtS(x - y), i = 1, 2 (2.23)

with Ht given in (2.11). So, we have found a relation between the non-trivial
2-cocycle of the Virasoro algebra and the bi-Hamilton structure of the KdV
hierarchy [17].

We will now show that the Poisson structure induced by the second Hamilton
operator defines the Virasoro Lie algebra on the dual space. For this it is convenient
to reformulate the Lax equation (2.18) for L in terms of a Lax equation for a
linear differential operator 5£ of the form:

g = 3 + q(x) + Λ. (2.24)

where

Λ =
-IΛ / \ Λ / \ I \ 4 f\ I ^ '

\ 0 q22(x)J V I O/

in which λ is the spectral parameter and the function q(x) is an element of another
differential ring C\_q\ diffeomorphic to C[u]. It is important to realize that the
form of jSf is unchanged under conjugation by constant matrices which have zeros
on the diagonal. So the choice of V is not unique.

It is easily seen that given & the operator L is determined completely. That
is, for each gauge the assignment Sf -> L is given by a gauge invariant differential
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polynomial relating u with the functions v in (2.25). The idea is very simple: one
forms a quadratic polynomial in <g whose coefficients are differential polynomials
in u. Then, by imposing the eigenvalue equation for this quadratic differential
operator (which is Hill's equation), the coefficients are fixed uniquely. In particular
this will give a relation between the function q(x) and u(x) which is such that gauge
equivalent operators & correspond to the same quadratic differential operator L.
This differential polynomial in u and q is known as the Miura transformation. It
is given by

L = (3 - q)(d + q)ou = qf- q2. (2.26)

Observe, that this transformation is not injective: knowing L one finds q(x) up to
integration constants, which reflects the above mentioned gauge freedom. An
important property of the differential operators J£? is that the time dependence of
the functions q(x) can be given as a Lax equation for 3? ,

dtJ2? = (X,J2ri. (2.27)

If we require that under (2.26) this Lax equation goes over into (2.16) one finds
that j/ is given by

- < + - < ( }

which upon substituting into (2.27) gives

SΛ = i(<r-6«V). (2.29)

The equation is called the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation, corresponding to
the modified Lax equation (2.27). We will discuss the relation between (2.16) and
(2.27) in more detail in the next subsection. For the moment we simply observe
that (2.28) can be expressed as

(2.30)

That is, the operator

tfmod = i3 (2.31)

is a Hamilton operator for the modified KdV equation. This can be seen as a
consequence from the fact that H is a Hamilton operator for the KdV equation,
and the identity

±δ3 + ud + du = D(- f δ)D*, (2.32)

where D = d — 2qis the "Jacobian of u with respect to g," and D* = — d — 2q its
formal adjoint. We thus observe that the Hamilton structure defined by H is
obtained as a reduction of Hmod [18].

We are now in the position to derive the classical Virasoro algebra from the
second Hamilton structure by localizing the Miura transformation. To show that
this operator indeed induces the Virasoro algebra we expand the functions u(x)
and q(x) into Fourier series using techniques presented in [29]. We introduce the
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Fourier series ^(u\ respectively ^(q) of a function tφc) respectively q(x) by

"W=-- Y e-'^ + i, (2.33)
C |=-00

e-inχ, (2.34)
C ί= — 00

where we reintroduced the parameter c. Subsequently, we define the fourier series
for the derivatives u(j} respectively q(j) as

=-- Σ (-mχe-^Ln. (2.35)

We refer to [29] (pages 32, 33) for the relevant statements on the calculus for these
Fourier series, necessary to extend the fourier map J^ to the ring C[w], respectively
C[cβ. After substituting into (2.13,2.26,2.29) one obtains the corresponding
equations for Ln and an:

8tLn = Σ(n - m)Ln+m

δ^ + ̂ φ2 - 1)-̂ , (2.36)
δLm 12 (5L_n

8 a AB^L, (2.37)
12 δα_n

 V ;

Ln=-- Σ iflίαm + ^(n-l)αn. (2.38)
C ί + m = »2 C

This gives the matrix components of the Hamilton operators:

(Hmod)mn~--^nδn+m,0, (2.39)

(H2)mn = (n- m)La+m + ^n(n2 - l)<Sm+n>0, (2-40)

leading to the Poisson brackets:

{Ln, Lm} = (n - m)Lπ+m + ^n(n2 - l)5π+m>0, (2.41)

{απ,αm} = ̂ n^m+n,0. (2.42)

This shows that the second Hamilton operator of the modified KdV induces a
classical representation of the Virasoro algebra on the dual space. Thus the classical
Virasoro algebra is obtained as the reduction of a free oscillator algebra which is
homogeneous in n. We will see in Sect. 3 that this is a general property, and is in
fact related to the SL2 Kac-Moody algebra.
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Now that we have obtained the Virasoro algebra we will discuss its coadjoint
operator. To find this operator we use some results of the coadjoint orbit method
as presented in [26]. Using the invariant bilinear form on the virasoro algebra
one can embed the space M of Hill operators into the dual space denoted by Vir*:

L - d2 + u ->(K, c = - 1)6Vir*,

where we used the notation as in [26]. Using the Poisson brackets of the Virasoro
algebra we find the coadjoint operator

ad* >, - 1) = (δ3 + ud + du)f. (2.43)

This is in agreement with the fact that L transforms covariantly under a Diff S1

transformation x -» θ(x):

L-+(Θ'Γ3/2L(Θ'Γ1/2, (2.44)

where

L = d2 + fi,

This shows that the function u(x) transforms as an energy momentum tensor Γ.
In this respect one may view "the Lax equation for L corresponding to the KdV
equation as a conformal deformation by the third order differential operator A. In
Sect. 3 we will discuss a quantization of the coadjoint operator (2.43) in which we
will relate this deformation with the operator product expansion of the energy
momentum tensor.

We conclude this section with a brief comment on the classification of the
coadjoint representations [24, 23, 25], which follows by determining the kernel of
(2.43), i.e. by classifying all /eVir which for given u solve the equation

From this it is clear that the orbits fall roughly into two classes depending on
whether /contains zeros or not. If /contains no zeros it follows that the coadjoint
orbit contains the constant vector u = u0. The orbits containing a constant
coadjoint vector are known to be DiffSYRotS1, and DiffSYSL2(R)", where the
index n denotes the copy of SLN generated by L±M, L0. It is not difficult to show
that a critical point of the "Hamiltonian" L0 in (2.38) precisely corresponds to
orbits containing the constant coadjoint vector. Further as can be seen from (2.38),
only diff SYRotS1, and άiϊϊS1/SL2(U)n for n = 1 the critical points are stable. For
these orbits L0 is bounded from below, hence will lead to highest weight
representations after quantization in a semi-classical expansion. For the case n > 1
there will also exist highest weight representations, but these will in general not
be irreducible. In section three we will discuss a quantization description for the
Poisson brackets (2.41-42) (including the case n > 1), i.e. for the coadjoint orbits
for which the Hamiltonian has critical points.
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2.2 The Geometrical Construction of the W Algebras. In this section we will
generalize the construction outlined in the previous section by explaining the
bi-Hamilton structure and its relation with the modified Lax equation using an
abstract theorem of Drinfeld and Sokolov. To do so, and to discuss its consequences
we need some more machinery to deal with arbitrary differential operators, as was
developed in [27,28]. We will consider differential operators L of the form:

(2.45)

where u{ = wj^eC00^1, C), the zeroth order component of the ring C[w], consisting
of functions ut and all their derivatives. Furthermore we denote by M the smooth
manifold of all operators L of the form (2.44).

We now introduce the pseudo-differential symbol X as

X=NΣaίd-i (2.46)
i = 0

so that X is in fact an integral symbol. Denote by F the space of all
functionals of the form

φ(L) = J/(ιι0(a , "»- 1(£), . . . , !#>(& . . . , uM_,(

To each pseudo-differential operator X we associate a functional /X:M->C by

lx = ΎτXL, (2.47)

where

ΊτX = Jres JT = \a.^x)dx. (2.48)

We will use this formalism to study the Lie algebra structures induced by the
Hamilton operators corresponding to some generalized Lax equation. One can
show [27] that associated with each operator L there exists a Lax equation of the
form:

dtL = tL,Al (2.49)

m

where A is defined as a— Σ ci(Πn/N) + with ct arbitrary complex constants. The
i = 0

left-hand side of (2.49) is a differential operator of order not exceeding n — 2, while
the right-hand side is in general of order m + N — 2, which makes that there are
m relations between the coefficients of A and L. These relations determine the
operator A in terms of L. The pseudo-differential operator L1/N is of the form (2.19)
and satisfies the condition (L1IN)N = L. The Lax equation (2.49) can be given in
terms of a bi-Hamilton structure which induce poisson brackets of the form
(2.22-23). The Poisson brakcets can be computed with the following

Theorem 2.1. ([14)] Let φ, ψ be two linear affine functionals defined on the manifold
M of differential operators L of the form (2.45). Denote by Xφ respectively Xψ the
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pseudo differential operators corresponding to φ respectively φ9

N~1 δώ N~ί δil/Y - v a-* φ x - v r* ^A Φ ~ L " T - A*ι>- L ° 7 '

δ/δu denotes the variational derivative with respectively to u.

1. On F there can be defined a bί-Poisson structure given by

(2.50)

(2.51)

where VXφ(L) is defined as

VXφ(L) = L(XΦL)+ - (LXφ)+L. (2.52)

2. The Lax equation (2.49) is Hamiltonian with respect to both Poίsson structures,
and for a given operator A, (as in (2.49)), the Hamiltonian function is given by

It is worthwhile to mention that the operator VXφ behaves under an arbitrary
constant translation of the operator L -> L + k as

VXφ(L)^VXφ(L) - kίL,Xφ-] + . (2.53)

Later we shall see that this defines a Hamilton structure also. Observe that the
theorem generalizes the bi-Hamilton structure for the Korteweg-de Vries equation
to differential operators of order N. In particular the conserved charges follow
from the formula given in the second part of the theorem.

In the rest of this section we will give a Lie algebraic interpretation for both
of the Hamilton structures in the context of conformal field theory. More precisely,
we will show that the first Hamilton structure can be interpreted as the natural
Hamilton structure on the coadjoint orbits of an affine Kac-Moody algebra. We
will use the formalism as presented in ref. [30]. The application of the results in
[30] to classical VF-algebras has been discussed independently by I. Bakas in [50].
The second Hamilton structure will turn out to define Poisson brackets of
generalizations of the Virasoro algebra known as W-algebras. The two Hamilton
structures are related via a non-linear mapping known as the Mίura transformation.
As we will discuss, this provides a 'classical' version of the Sugawara construction
for Kac-Moody algebras. In addition to this we shall find that the Poisson manifold
for the second Hamilton structure has a 'hidden' gauge symmetry which stems
form the Kac-Moody algebra associated with the first Hamilton structure. In order
to make these ideas explicit, we use results of the Drinfeld-Sokolov theory on the
relation between affine Kac-Moody algebras and Lax equations for first order
differential operators.

We start with introducing the space Jt of all first order differential operators
of the form

J? = d+V(xl (2.54)

where V(x) = Va(x)Ta, and Ta denote the generators of a simple Lie algebra ,̂
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with commutation relations

*]=/frc. (2.55)

It is well known [30] that on Jί there is an action of the loop group LG = C00^, G),
with G the Lie group associated with .̂ Under g(x)eLG we have

X' = g-\x)&g(x) = d + g-l(x)V(x)g(x) + g~l(x)άg(x\ (2.56)

which shows that LG acts via gauge transformations. We recall that there is a
natural central extension, which in terms of the algebra L ,̂ is given by

1? V2) = J dx<71(x), F2(x)>, (2.57)

where < , > denotes the non-degenerate G-invariant bilinear form on L .̂ The
central extension of L^ is denoted by VS. Using this bilinear form one may identify
L& with the smooth part of its dual space L^*, and in this respect the action of
the loop group LG (without central extension), can be considered as describing
the coadjoint action of LG in the this dual space L^*.

Now, it is well known that on L^* there is a natural Hamilton structure.
Denoting by φ(V) and ψ(V) two functionals on L ,̂ then the Poisson bracket
corresponding to this structure is given as

It is easily verified using the properties of the bilinear form

<t*,[ι>,w]> = -<ι;,[u,w]>,

<«,!/> =-<ι;,ιι'>,

that this bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity. Furthermore, if we take V = Va one
recovers the Poisson relations for the affϊne algebra U$\

[Va(x\ Vb(y)} = fc

abVcdxδ(x -y)~ ^abdxδ(x - y), (2.59)

where we used the normalization Ύr(TaTb)= -^δab.
In fact, this bracket has an important property namely, it still satisfies the

Jacobi identity if we replace the operator 5£ by a the operator

3! = λK + μ&9 (2.60)

with K a constant matrix. In this way one obtains from (2.58) a bi-structure on
L^*, by taking either λ = 0 or μ = 0: (see [30] and e.g. [50])

In other words one finds that { , } = λ{ , }χ + μ{ , }2 again defines a Hamilton
structure. This Hamilton structure leads to the relations for the loop algebra L ,̂
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with V = Va:

V\y}} = λf"c

bVc(x)dxδ(x -y)- ±μδabdxδ(x - y). (2.63)

In the case where μ = 0 the Hamilton structure describes on action similar to
the action of the (finite dimensional) Lie group G on the coadjoint representations
of its algebra. One calls this Poisson bracket also the Kirillov bracket.

Note that on the Poisson manifold defined by (2.58) we have the loop group
LG acting by gauge transformations. In order to relate the Hamilton structures
(2.61-62) with the bi-Hamilton structures on the space F one has to isolate this
action. This can be done by specifying a gauge. For this it turns out to be useful
to consider operators.

& = d + q(x) + Λ

where q(x) is an N x JV-matrix upper triangular matrix:

0 q22(x)

(2.64)

(2.65)

and A is the N x TV-matrix

0 •••

1 0

0 1

0 ••• 1 0

(2.66)

with λ the spectral parameter. Formulae (2.65-66) are direct generalizations of
(2.24-25). For this operator & the gauge transformations correspond to
conjugation with unipotent matrices, (whose entries are functions of x). It follows
that one can choose in each gauge equivalence class a representative denoted by
&can of the form

™ = d + <fan + A,

where

/O -

0
7

(2.67)

(2.68)

The relation between the matrix elements of q and qcan follows from the operator
equation

detJ^ = detJ^Cfl". (2.69)

One of the main results in [14] is that the map & -> ̂ can is a Poisson morphism
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for the bracket (2.62). The map S£ -> &can is referred to as the Mίura transformation.
It can be computed explicitly as follows. Recall the argument made in the previous
section, by which we assigned to each gauge equivalence operator S£ a quadratic
differential operator L. It is straightforward to verify that the same argument
applies also to higher order differential operators. We use this to compute the
Miura transformation μ\Jί ->M explicitly:

JV

L = Π (0 - C")^«i-1 = - βΓ (2 7°)
ί = 1

We are now in a position to relate the bi-structure in (3.2.64-65) for G ~ GLN

with the bi-Hamilton structures on functionals on the space M of operators L
defined in theorem 2.1. Denote by Jί the space of operators & of the form (2.64),
and by & the space of functionals on Jί. The Hamilton structure on the space !F is
obtained from the Hamilton structure (2.58) on 2? by applying the Miura
transformation & -> ̂ can. By virtue of (2.70) one finds that this Poisson structure
can be expressed in terms of functionals on F:

{φ(u(x)\ φ(u{y))} = f res (VXφ(L)Xφ\ (2.71)

where we used the notation explained earlier, which is precisely the form of the
second Hamilton structure introduced in theorem 2.1.

Summarizing, we have shown that, upon using the Miura transformation, the
Hamilton structure (2.58) for the affine loop algebra GLN defines the second
Hamilton structure (2.51) on the space F of functionals on the affine space M of
operators L. Furthermore, it follows that any linear combination of the two
Hamilton structures on F again defines a Hamilton structure on F. One refers to
the Poisson algebras associated with (2.51) as the Gelfαnd-Dίckey algebra
GD (GLN). We may consider this combined Hamilton structure on F as formally
describing the coadjoint action on the dual algebra. This generalizes the
construction of the previous section which lead to the Virasoro algebra. In fact
by imposing suitable conditions on the form of the operator L one
may obtain Gelfand-Dickey algebras for the classical Lie algebras.

Let us conclude this section with discussing the algebra GD (SLN). This algebra
is obtained by imposing the condition that the coefficient un_ 1 = 0. For consistency
it turns out that one should modify the definition of Xφ as

N~1 δώ
*Φ= Σ 8-'^- + d-"bN, (2.72)

i = l t f W j - i

where the coefficient bN is determined by the condition that res[L, X^\ = 0. This
is precisely the term of degree JV — 1 in the definition of VXφ.

We will now work out the second Poisson structure and the localization of
the Miura transformation for the case SL3, which we will identify as the classical
analogue of the spin-3 algebra found by Zamolodchikov [5]. We start from the
third-order differential operator

L = d3 + du + ud + υ = d3 + 2nd + v + u' (2.73)

It transforms covariantly under a reparametrization of the circle S1.
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This operator gives rise to the so-called Boussinesq equation,

<?2u = X' + f("2)", (2.74)
which can be written as

dtu = v', dtυ = ± + f mi'. (2.75)

The first and second Hamilton operator as computed from Theorem 2.1 are

_ d vd + 2dv
2~\ vd + 2dv ±d5 + lOud3 + l5u'd2 + 9u"d + l6u2d + 2u'"

(2.76)

with the associated densities

(2.77)

Correspondingly, the Poisson structure induced by H2 will split into four parts.
In order to find them in the canonical form we expand the functions u and v in
fourier components. For u we take the expansion (2.34), while for v the appropriate
expansion reads:

φc) = ~yϊθ Σ e**Wn. (2.78)
C n= — oo

Then one finds that the Ln generate the Virasoro algebra while the other parts in
(2.76) give rise to the Poisson structures

i{Ln, Wn} = (2n — m)Wn+m, plus the complex conjugated bracket,

*{ W* Wm} =(n- m)(±(n + m + 2)(n + m + 3) + ±(n + 2)(m + 2))Ln+m

16 r

where

Λ = +Σ A,-»Λr (2-80)
m= — oo

This last bracket does not define a Lie algebraic structure in the usual sense since
it contains terms quadratic in the generators. We can consider (2.79) as the classical
analogue of the algebra constructed by Zamolodchikov in [5]. Upon localizing
the Miura transformation one obtains an oscillator representation of the W algebra
in a similar way as in the previous section, without normal ordering.

Observe also that the Virasoro algebra is contained in the W algebra of S/3.
In fact this is a consequence of the following natural filtration of the W algebras.
Define the subspace Ft as

(2.81)
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Then one checks easily that

[F.FJczF^., (2.82)

thus implying the filtration

F0cFld^^Fn_2 = W(SlN). (2.83)

In particular we observe that the Virasoro is contained in F0.

2.3 The Relation with Toda Field Theory and the Classical Yang-Baxter
Equation. Now that we have constructed the W algebras and discussed their
representations, we will discuss the relation with the Toda field theory and with
the classical Yang-Baxter equation (YBE). This amounts to giving a Lie algebraic
interpretation for the modified Lax equation and the associated nonlinear
hierarchy. For this we have to introduce some notation.

Let ^ be a rank r Kac-Moody algebra, with canonical generators (ehfhhi).
Denote by 0_, ̂ 0, ̂ + the subalgebras generated by the/;, hb et respectively. Let
^ be the loop algebra, obtained by dividing out the center from .̂ In the principal
grading we set ^0 = jf, the Cartan subalgebra. Let &** denote the positive
respectively negative component of the principal Heisenberg algebra ̂  with respect
to this grading of .̂ Furthermore we let {Ij be a basis of 5̂ , where the index
runs over the exponents of .̂

Next, we fix a vertex ck of the Dynkin diagram of .̂ Then we can consider
the so-called homogeneous grading of ̂  specified by the requirement that/ke^_,
eke&+ and all other generators belong to ^0. Thus the Dynkin diagram of the
finite dimensional algebra ^0 is obtained from ^ by removing the vertex ck. Let
^± denote the two Borel subalgebras associated to ^0 and denote by Jf the
nilpotent subalgebra associated with &.

The following theorem gives an algebraic interpretation for the modified Lax
equation.

Theorem 2.4. Let <^ = d + Λ + q, where Λ = λ1=Σei, and where q is a matrix
function of x in the set of upper triangular matrices, $ + . Then there are unique
elements Ue[Λ,&\~ and He&~ such that

e*άu£> = d + Λ + H. (2.84)

For a proof we refer to [14, Prop. 6.2].
For us the following, easily verified consequence is very important.

Theorem 2.5. Let U be defined as above and set stf(λ) + = e~aάu(λ), where only the
component of positive degree is taken. If q is a matrix in $ respectively, 2tf then
the Lax equation

JSr] (2.85)

is also defined on & respectively ffl .
With this theorem we can now define the generalized KdV and modified KdV
hierarchies associated with ^ as
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Definition 2.2. The modified KdV hierarchy associated with $ is defined by (2.84)
with V belonging to the Carton subalgebra 3? of the Kac-Moody algebra & in the
principal grading.

To obtain the KdV hierarchy we have to remove the gauge freedom in the
operator 5£ with qeJtf . Namely it is seen that conjugation of <£ with unipotent
matrices corresponding to Jf leaves the form of 3? invariant. So in order to define
the KdV hierarchy one has to show that (2.85) is covariant with respect to gauge
transformations of the form exp(adτφc)) with φc)eΛΛ This is shown in [14]
[Sect. 6], and will not be explained here.

Denote by q a gauge equivalence class in the set of matrices &~ '. One defines
the KdV hierarchy associated with ^0 by

dtq = l^)+, d + Λ + q]. (2.86)

Now, any class q has a representing element q in the Cartan algebra ffl which
satisfies (2.86). The map q^q is the Miura transformation for $.

The connection with the Toda field theory can be made as follows. The field
φ is taken in the Cartan subalgebra $ of Ή. The two dimensional field equation
reads

e«*»hh (2.87)
dτdx i = o

r _

which upon expanding φ = £ ufi yields

(2.88)

where atj denotes the Cartan matrix of ̂ . As is well known, this equation can be
obtained from a so-called zero curvature condition

[JSf,^]=0, (2.89)

where
£> = e~

φdxe
φ + Λ = dx + φ' + Λ,

(2.90)

in which Λ = ̂ ιei and Λ= £/*• It is not hard to verify that (2.88) gives rise to
two Lax equations, one for & and one for 5£. If we set φ' = q then & gives rise
to a generalized modified KdV hierarchy.

One concludes that φ and dxφ or φ and dtφ are canonically conjugate with
respect to the appropriate Poisson bracket

δljδ(x-y). (2.91)

This bracket is known as the fundamental Poisson bracket. It defines a classical r
matrix, satisfying the classical Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) as follows. For any ̂
valued function T the bracket gives rise to a matrix re Λ2^ satisfying:

. (2.92)
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Upon substituting this into the fundamental Poisson brackets one finds that the
matrix r defines an ad^ invariant element <r,r>e Λ3^ defined as:

<r,r> = [r12,r13] + [r12,r23] + [r13,r23], (2.93)

where < , > denotes the Schouten bracket [12]. If the left-hand side is zero then
(2.92) is the classical YBE. IN [12] it is shown that a classical r matrix satisfying
(2.92) defines on ^ a Lie bi-algebra structure. A Lie bialgebra consists of a Lie
algebra ^ together with a linear map:

ιA:^->Λ23? (2.94)

which satisfies two conditions. First, it must be 1-cocyle with values in the 0
module Λ (^(x)^*), that is, for x, ytΉ it satisfies:

- Ly, <AM] = Ψ(lχ, j>]) (2.95)
Secondly, the dual map ψ* which is a map

^*:Λ2^*->3ί* (2.96)

must induce a Lie algebra structure on ^*, which means that ψ* satisfies the
Jacobi identity. The cocycle condition on ψ means that ψ defines an element in
the cohomology group H1^, Λ2^). In our case the underlying finite dimensional
Lie algebra is simple so that Hl(^, Λ (^(x)^*)) = 0. Hence for all xe^ there exists
an element r such that

Ψ(x) = [.x,r]. (2.97)

One can verify easily that ψ* satisfies the Jacobi identity if and only if r satisfies
(2.93). We will denote such a bialgebra by (̂ , dr). Evaluated on the generators for
^ one finds that the 1 -cocycle ψ is given by:

ψ(hj = Q, ^ = ei = e^hb Mf^ftΛh, (2.98)

Now suppose that r is invertible. Then its inverse r'1 defines an element of
Λ2^*, which is in fact a linear functional

r-ι : Λ

20*->R. (2.99)

It follows that when r is invertible it determines an ad ^ invariant symplectic
structure on 0, hence r itself defines a nondegenerate Poisson bracket on ^*. This
is in particular the case for the Poisson bracket (2.91) by which we could choose
naturally conjugated variables in the Toda field theory.

The Poisson brackets that correspond to the KdV and the modified KdV
hierarchies contain derivatives, which makes that they define "degenerate" Poisson
structures, in the sense that there is no obvious choice for variables that are
conjugated to each other. These Poisson brackets correspond with r matrices
which cannot be invertible. Even if the r matrix is not invertible it can be shown
that the classical Yang-Baxter equation amounts to a Lie bialgebra. Furthermore,
one can define the "quantization" of these Poisson brackets in terms of "quantum
groups". This seems the right context to discuss the quantization of the Poisson
brackets for the W algebras. In the next section we will discuss such a quantization
scheme.
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3. Quantizing W Algebras Using Quantum Groups

In the present section we will discuss a quantization prescription for the W algebras
obtained in the previous section which can be viewed as a combinaton of the
geometrical quantization scheme, or "quantization of orbits" [26], and a
quantization of functions on Lie groups. This section is divided into three parts.
In the first we discuss the quantization of the classical Lie bialgebra structure
induced by the classical r matrix leading to so-called quantum groups and we will
derive a theorem on the unitary representations of these quantum groups. Then
in part two we define the quantum W algebra by introducing so-called τ functions
and a normal ordering in the Miura transformation. Finally in part three we
discuss the action of the W algebra on the moduli space of stable Riemann surfaces.

3 .1 The Hilbert Space Completion of a Quantum Group. As we have seen, the
quantization of a solution of the classical YBE amounts to a quantization
prescription of the Lie bialgebra structure induced by this solution. Such
quantization has recently been described by Drinfeld. Rather than giving a detailed
analysis of this description, we summarize some relevant facts here that we will
use later one. We refer to [11,31,32] for a more rigorous treatment.

The Lie bialgebras we are interested in are of the form (2.92). Using elements
of formal group theory one can show that such a Lie bialgebra actually has the
form of a universal enveloping algebra denoted by U(&). The quantization of a Lie
bialgebra is then defined as a one dimensional deformation of this universal
enveloping algebra with deformation parameter q. The deformed universal
enveloping algebra will be denoted by Uq(&). An important condition is that the
deformation must be such that infϊnitesimally it is isomorphic to the original Lie
bialgebra. Drinfeld showed that this requirement means that Uq is generated by
the operator valued matrix functions Tt generating a non-commutative and
non-commutative Hopf algebra which he called a quantum group.

To make this more precise we start with the following definition:

Definition 3.1. Let V =^λlWb W^CN and let tij{λ)=^ί(tij)mλm

9 where (ίy)me
Enά(Wm\ a complex N x N matrix and λ the rapidity or spectral parameter defining
the grading of the infinite dimensional Z graded vector space V. Furthermore,
introduce a matrix #(/l,μ)eEnd(F® V\ satisfying the following equation in
End(F®7(χ)F):

α v)K23(μ, v) = #23(μ, v)tf 13μ, v)#12(Λ μ). (3.1)

The quantum group AR is defined as the free tensor algebra generated by the ttj(λ)
modulo the ideal generated by

Ru&μKWTάμ) = T2(μ)T1(λ)R12(λ,μ), (3.2)
where

T1(λ)=T(λ)®id, T2(λ) = iά®T(λ\ Γ(A) = ΣΓmr, Tm = (tij)mεEnd(Wm).

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are called the quantum YBE and the fundamental
commutation relation respectively. Observe that (3.2) implies that the family of
operators generated by Tr T(λ) (Tr denoting the trace), is commuting so that (3.2)
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can be regarded as the condition that the quantum theory be integrable. If R
allows a perturbation expansion of the form:

R(λ, μ) = 1 + ihr(λ, μ) + ®(h2\ (3.3)

then the relations reduce in the "classical limit" q-> 1 to (2.91-92).
From (3.2) it follows that if 7\(A) and T2(λ) are two representations of AR then

the product T1(A)T2(/l) is also a representation. In a more abstract way this implies
the existence of an algebra homomorphism, called the comultiplication Δ:

(3.4)

acting on the generators t^λ) as:

λ). (3.5)
k = l

There are two important automorphisms of the algebra AR that we have not
discussed yet. Although we will not make use of them in the sequel, we present
them for convenience.

Theorem 3.1. The algebra AR generated by T has the following automorphisms:

1. Then antίpode S, acting on T as

S(T(λ)) = (T-\λff. (3.6)

2. The inversion I:

I(T(λ)) = T~i(-λ). (3.7)

These properties give the quantum group AR the structure of a Hopf algebra.
One can introduce the dual space to the algebra AR, as Horn (AR, C). It is clear

that this is an associative algebra and the multiplication on it is induced by the
comultiplication on AR. So in Horn (AR, C) there exists a co-unit $ such that

Λy = 5y. (3.8)

For some values of q the representation space of a quantum group has the
interpretation of a Hubert space of states of a quantum field theory. The dual
representation has therefore the interpretation of the space of observables of the
theory. The non-cocommutativity of the dual is thus crucial to describe
noncommuting observables. To determine the values for q for which the quantum
group has this interpretation we first have to study some aspects of the
representations of the q deformed algebra. Starting from the Aff Kac-Moody
algebra in the principal grading with Cartan matrix αy and kt = qhl the following
representation of the dual of the quantum group is known [19, II]:

k — fc"1

~ *ί + ei±1ef = 0,_ -

ι/? = 0. (3.9)
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For convenience we also present the representation of the comultiplication, there
co-unit and the antipode:

Δ(ei) = βi ® k ~ 1 + fcj ® eh Δ(fi) = /, ® fc ' l + k{ ® fh

ύ = l, S(ei)=-qei9 S(fί)=-qfh S(ki) = k~ί. (3.10)

This representation can be considered as a q-deformation of the Cartan-Weyl basis
of the Kac-Moody algebra A(£\ Indeed for q-> 1 the relations (3.9) go over into
the defining relations of the "classical" Kac-Moody algebra with Cartan matrix
α^ . After the quantization of the Lie bialgebra structure of the fundamental Poisson
bracket (2.85) is replaced by the fundamental commutation relation (3.2).

It is easily verified that Uq has in addition to A a second comultiplication,
which is defined by

Δ = σ°Δ, (3.11)

where σ:Uq®Uq-+Uq® Uq denotes the permutation, σ(a ® b) = b ® a.
A particular interesting situation is when the R matrix is invertible. In that

case the comultiplication Δ is related to the inverse .R"1 by

A = RΔR~\ (3.12)

In Sect. 2 we discussed the Lie bialgebra structure (#, dr) in terms of the classical
r matrix. We conclude from the discussion given there that the cocomutator in ̂
given by

x->[x®Id + Id®;c,r] (3.13)

is an algebra homomorphism. We want to have a similar statement for the quantum
group Uq in terms of the matrix R. It is not difficult to see that if

(Δ®U)R = R13R23, (U®Δ)R = Ri3R129 (3.14)

then the map ίh-»(/(g)Id)(Λ) which is a map Uq-+AR is an algebra homomorphism.
If an element ReUq®Uq satisfies (3.12,14) then R satisfies automatically the
Yang-Baxter equation (3.1) for constant spectral parameters. The quantum group
Uq is called in this case a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra. The R matrix for (3.9) as
found by Jimbo [19] satisfies (3.12-14).

The representation (3.9) has a crucial property which relates its structure with
the representation theory of the so called Hecke algebra. This fact turns out to be
very important in the discussion of the irreducible unitary representations of Uq.
To discuss this relation we have to introduce some more notation. Let K be a
finite dimensional vector space over C of dimension N, with basis E1,E2,...,EN.
LeR = C[g1/2,4-1/2], and form VR =V®CR. Define

v(p)=J/(x)c •••(

and
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If n = 1 this is a module for Uq. The generators of the algebra Uq act on it according
to

eίEa=δiaEa + ί eβn = Q

/ί£β=*,+ ιA-ι /^ι=0

(3.15)

Because of the fact that the comultiplication on Uq is an algebra homomorphism,
we conclude that VR is a module for Uq for arbitrary n. In the sequel we need the
action of Uq on VR for n = 2. It reads

e^ΘE,)^^^^

/f(Efl®Eb) = <5i+1>a4
(^

fcί(£β®£fc)=^1 + 1 β"ίlβ+ίi+1 b~ί<b)/2£β®£6. (3.16)

One can define an operation T:vR^>vR, for arbitrary n which is the ^-analogue of
the symmetric group. For p = n it reads

(3.17)

where

Theorem 3.2. The commutant of the algebra Uq in End(V) is the Hecke algebra
<tffn(q), and the Uq module generated by (eί9fi9kι) is completely reducible.

Outline of Proof. It is straightforward to show that the action of T commutes with
the action of Uq on VR. For this it suffices to take n = 2, and use the above explicit
formulae. For n = 3 one may write action of T as follows. Let us denote
Ea®Eb®Ec = Eabc. Then

if a>b

if a = b

if b>c

if b = c

if b < c.

This gives two identities:

T,T2T, = T2T,T2, (3.18)

(Ti-q-1)(Ti + q) = Q. (3.19)

Considering this in for arbitrary p one gets in this way n- l generators T£ which
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staisfy:

if \i-j\£2

if |i-;|>2

(3.20)

The algebra generated by the Tt is called the Hecke algebra of the symmetric
group, denoted by 3? n.

This shows that the Hecke algebra is contained in the commutant of Uq. To
show that the Hecke algebra forms the whole commutant, we will study the limit
q -> 1, and show that the dimensions of the commutants do not "jump" in this limit.
For q indeterminate we know that the representation theory of the Hecke algebra
generated by Tt is the same as the representation theory of the symmetric group.
Now we let K = C(q1/2), the field of rational functions in q1/2. We define

J§? R = the R-subalgebra of End uq(vR) generated by ei9 fi9 kt

<£κ = the K-subalgebra of Endκ (vκ) generated by eb fi9 kt

j£?c = the C-subalgebra of Endc (vc) generated by ei9 fi9 fc, = 1.

Correspondingly, we define by

</R = the Λ-subalgebra of EndR (VR) generated by Tt

/ κ = the K-subalgebra of End^ (vκ) generated by Tt

/c = the C-subalgebra of Endc (vc) generated by Ti = s^ .

In the limit q -> 1 we have .R -> C, (ei9 fi9 kt) ->• (ei9 fi9 1) and Tt -> 5f.
Now it is not hard to show that the commutant of <& c is precisely / c.

Furthermore, /c is isomorphic to the group algebra of the symmetric group. Since
the symmetric group is a finite group it follows from a theorem of Maschke that
the /c is a semisimple algebra. The map &R -> <£ c is surjective. Hence, one can
find elements yl9 y29 -,yn such that for all iyt = xi and these may serve as a basis
in j£?c. It is not difficult to show from this that the elements yt are in fact linearly
independent over K. This implies that

Denote by Cκ the commutant of /κ in Endx (vx), and by Cc the commutant
of /c in Endc (vc). The next step is to show that

dimκ Cκ < dimc Cc.

Consider 0 = Endκ (VR). This is an Λ-submodule of Endx (vκ). One has the following
exact sequence for R modules:

It now follows that (9 n Cκ is a direct summand of G. (We leave the verification
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of this to the reader). Using this one shows that if fe@r\CK then

Now in the limit g-> 1 we have 0-»Endc(vc), and it now follows that

dimc &n(£κ = dimκ Cκ

hence

dimc 0 n Cx ̂  dim Cc

which in turn implies dimKCK ^ dimc j£?c. Since <£κ a Cκ. We now conclude that
dimx <£κ ^ dimx Cκ. Combining this with the result above one concludes

dimx & κ = dimc <£c

and the commutant is indeed the Hecke algebra. A short argument shows that
S£ κ and /κ are semi-simple algebras over K. As a result we find that the module
vκ is completely reducible. Π

Now, let U be a Uq module. One defines spaces Fω, ωeCN, by

ί=l,...,7V}, (3.21)

where ω = (ω1? . . . , c%), ωfeC. This is called the weight space corresponding to the
weight ω. Let 17" be the subalgebra of Uq generated by the /f. One defines a
highest weight module 17, by the property that U = A-x for an xeVω. ω is called
the highest wieght of U. It has not difficult to show that for any ω there exists a
highest weight module with highest weight given by ω.

Now let Uκ be the Uq algebra over K generated by all the (eί5 fhk*1),i=l,...,N.
Denote by U^ its closure. Let UR be the K-subalgebra of Uq generated by
/iw) = ft/In] !, e™ = βj/[π] !, kf 1 , where i = 1, . . . , N, n = 1, 2, . . . . The notation is as
in [19]:

|_f tj . - _ _ _ 1

q-q q-q q-q

This is the g-analogue of the usual ^-factorial formula.
Suppose we are given an irreducible U ̂ -module V finite dimensional over K.

Then because the module is completely reducible, we may write it as

V=®«>Vω. (3.22)

We want to show that the module V is given by V = VR (x) K, where VR is an
R-submodule of V. We will not prove this in full detail but show the steps of the
reasoning. One may take the module VR to be given by the ^4R-subalgebra, denoted
by A ~ generated by all the /|w):
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where υeV is a vector (^0) such that etv = 0. After some combinatorics of
^-numbers one concludes that the module VR is a finitely generated ^-module.
From that it follows from a rather straightforward but lengthy argument that V
is indeed given by (3.32).

This fact is useful to study the limit limit #->C, i.e. g1/2ι— >1. One can show
that in this limit

dimc V= dim^ V

where V — VR (x) RC, and it follows that the generators of generate in this limit the
enveloping algebra of a Kac-Moody algebra. This is made more precise in the
following theorem:

Theorem 3.3. Any integrable highest weight module U0 of (the universal enveloping
algebra of) the Kac-Moody algebra underlying Uq, admits a deformation, i.e. there
exists a highest weight module U of Uq such that when q-*l it tends to ί/0 The
dimensions of the weight spaces of Uq are given as "q numbers" of the dimensions of
corresponding weight spaces of U0 which are given by the Weyl-Kac character
formula.

This result was already announced in the paper by Jimbo [19].
We may thus conclude that for generic q the representation theory of the

Hopf algebra A is very much the same a for Kac-Moody algebras. In parti-
cular one can apply without difficulty the theory on unitary highest weight
modules.

The situation changes when we consider the case where q is a root of unity.
This case bears some resemblance with the theory of subfactors of representations,
in particular with the work of Wenzl [21], For generic q the representations JΊ?n(q)
are classified by Young diagrams, like for the symmetric group. If λ = [λί ~λk']
is a Young diagram with n boxes; λ^ boxes in the first row, λ2 boxes in the second
etc., then we can associate each irreducible representation of 3tfn(q) with a λ. When
q is an /-th root of unity, most of these representations are singular. In [21] the
regular representations have been determined in this case. The conclusion is that
only diagrams with at most fc rows, where k ̂  I + 1 and λί — λk ̂  I — k provide
regular representations of ^fn(q) where q1 = 1. It is clear that for a Hubert space
completion of the representations of the quantum group we have to restrict to the
regular representations. So we conclude that the commutant of the quantum group
as computed in theorem (3.2) in the case q is a root of unity is given as a quotient
of the Hecke algebra, corresponding to the regular representations of 3?n(q) That
is, we find a restriction on the representation content of a quantum group. In the
next section we will come back to this phenomenon.

We conclude this section with discussing a property of the algebra which we
will use in the following sections. The algebra Uq turns out to be intimately related
with the braid group of n strings. More precisely we will show

Theorem 3.4. Let Uq be generated by (ei9fi9 fcf) satisfying the relations (3.9). For each
i= 1,...,ΛΓ there exists a unique algebra homomorphism θi'.Uq^>Uq acting on the
generators of Uq according to:
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θlej = q~ lep.t - qe&3 if αy = -

θιej = ej if 0;j = 0

i-q^ftfj if α y =-l (3-23)

if βy = 0

fc, = fcjfc/ if α y =-l

= *; i/ βy = 0

which satisfies the braid relations:

θβjθ^θjθβj if atj=-l
θfl^θfli if αy = 0. (3.24)

Proo/. The proof follows by a straightforward calculation. First one has to show
that the fy are really automorphisms, that is one has to verify that the commutator
[ e ί 9 f j ] is invariant under the action of the θt. We have

θι(eιft -M =/t*?V 2*< _ k^ejtkf

= (ftet-e,ft)
k — k'1

= TΛϊ (3-25)
q -q 2

A similar calculation shows that if αy = — 1

To check the rest of the relations is done by similar calculations. It is straight-
forward to verify that the definition of the action of the θt on the generators imply
the braid relations (3.24). Π

3.2 Quantization of the Poisson Brackets for W Algebras

In this subsection we show that a modification of the Miura transformation can
be used to define the quantization of the Poisson brackets introduced in Sect. 2.
This modification turns out to be related to the vertex realization of Kac-Moody
algebras. By introducing so-called τ-functions we will be able to define the
quantization of the Poisson brackets for W algebras.

Subsequently we use the relation between vertex representations of Kac-Moody
algebras and W algebras, provided by the Miura transformation, to study
decompositions of vertex representations of Kac-Moody algebras into irreducible
representations. It is known that under certain conditions these decompositions
comprise only a finite number of irreducible representations. We will find an
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alternative explanation for this phenomenon based on the Miura transformation.
As we will show this finiteness property is related to properties of the representation
theory of the quantum group associated with the Kac-Moody algebra in the case
q is a root of unity.

In order to introduce these τ-functions we need some notation. Let V(Λk) be
the vertex representation of Aff associated with the Dynkin vertex ck corresponding
to the highest weight vector vk. Λ is defined as the sum over the exponents as in
Sect. 2. As is well known, this provides a representation on differential
polynomials in infinitely many variables on which the algebra acts by differential
operators of the form (2.45). Furthermore, on V(Λk) there is a hermitian form ( , •)
which is expressed in terms of differential polynomials. Denote by V L(2Λk) the
orthogonal complement of V(2Λk) with respect to this hermitian form. The
τfc-function is then introduced as the element in V(Λk) which solves the differential
equation

(/,τ®τ) = 0 for all/EF1^) (3.26)

such that τ®τeV(2Λk) cz V(Λk)® V(Λk). Equation (3.16) is a bilinear differential
equation in τ called the Hirota equation (see e.g. [34]).

A well known theorem in [35] states that the τ-function is in the group orbit
of the highest weight vector vk (recall that the highest weight representation is
integrable, i.e. locally nilpotent so it can be exponentiated to give a group action
on υk):

τk = cgυk, (3.27)

where c is an arbitrary complex constant and g is an element of the Kac-Moody
group. Observe that the group element g does not determine τk uniquely since
conjugation by unipotent elements leaves τk invariant. The relation with the
τ-function (and its associated bilinear equation) with the modified (generalized)
KdV-hierarchy is extensively discussed in [33]. We will not discuss this formalism
here.1 Using the results obtained there one finds that

v = dxΨΨ~l-Λ (3.28)

provides a solution of the modified KdV hierarchy. The function Ψ is defined on
the subspace Γ+ in the notation of [33]. From this it follows that the bilinear
equation satisfied by the τ-function is equivalent to the nonlinear modified KdV
hierarchy. We will now show that the Miura transformation applied to the bilinear
equation is related to the coset construction by which one can define the
quantization of the W algebra. Let V(Λ0) and V(Λι) be the two fundamental A(^
representations in the vertex realization and put

V=V(Λ0)®V(Λ1), (3.29)

we now have the following

1 The relation between τ-functions and (irreducible) representations of the Virasoro and W-algebras
has been considered also in [49]
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Theorem 3.5. The action of A(^®A(^} in ΣVk, where we put

is decomposed into irreducible representations with highest weight vectors 1 (x) vk of
A(ι} keZ + . In particular for N < oo the number of irreducible components is finite.

Proof. Consider the modified KdV solution

ϋ = 31og(τ0/τ1)

and apply the Miura transformation. We have to be careful here: since we started
with a highest weight representation of the Kac-Moody algebra, we have to make
sure that the resulting representation of the Virasoro algebra has a highest weight
too. This is accomplished by imposing a normal ordering description:

(3.30)
t i

where the coefficients Wt are the normal ordered expressions

WQ = l,

Uι = Wl=v'-:v2:o (3.31)

Ln = (n- IK + £a nflw_ n - nθn+mθ(n),
n

where θ(n) = 1 if n > 0 and zero otherwise. Thus we have afforded a highest weight
representation of the Virasoro algebra in the vertex realization of V(Λ0). If we
now identify u(x) with the energy momentum tensor T generating the conformal
transformations, then the second Hamilton operator associated with the Lax
equation for L = d2 + u is with (3.31) equivalent to the operator product expansion

T(x)T(y) oc -- + + regular terms. (3.32)
(χ ~ y) (x — y)

This is in fact precisely what happens in the so-called coset construction of [6,7].
Indeed direct calculation of the possible highest weights yields the finite
irreducibility.

Using the higher order Miura transformations one may generalize to the
following

Theorem 3.6. Let V(2Λ0) be the A(^ vertex realization generated by 1 (x) 1, which
affords the space for the bilinear equation for the generalized modified KdV hierarchy.
Let V — £ Vk9 where Vk denotes a fundamental representation ofA(^> Then the action

on V for N < oo breaks up into finitely many irreducible representations
of A(^ induced by the Miura transformation of order M with the normal ordering
prescription as given in (3.31).

The higher order Miura transformations thus provide highest weight
representation of the W algebra associated with A($. However the identification
with an operator product expansion is more subtle. For example in the case M = 2
(i.e. <SL3), one finds that the operator product expansion corresponding to the
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quantization of the bracket (2.72) reads

v(x)v(y) oc C/3 , + 2Γ , + Γ , + —~ (A Γ" + f M2 + iα) (3.33)
(x-y)6 (x-y)4 (x-y)3 (x-y)2'18 9 6'

where

β = ι 2 « — iWl
90

In these formulae we have made the identification of u and T and used the fact
that the second Hamilton operator (2.76) is symmetric. To identify the operator
u2 we may use the Miura transformation also. It then follows that u2 transforms
as a spin-4 operator, hence similar as A and contrary to : Γ2:. If we make the
identification of u2 with A then (3.33) is in agreement with [7]. The fact that the
above operator product expansions indeed defines closed algebras (with quadratic
terms) is a direct consequence of the property that the Miura transformation is a
Hamilton transformation for the second Hamilton structure which defines a closed
algebra.

It is interesting to consider the limit TV -> oo with respect to the bilinear equation
for the τ-function. The bilinear equation (3.26) for A(^ has the general form [33]

Pt(dy)τ(x - y)τ(x + y)|,=0 = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , (3.34)

where x and y,x = (xi9..., xn_ 1? xn+ 15 . . . x2n_ 1? x2n+ 1? . . .), and similar for y, are
vectors associated with the two copies of the vertex representations V(Λ0) and Pt

is a certain differential polynomial in "time" variables yju Their explicit construction
can be found in [34] for Aff. Using this it is easy to prove that in the limit N-^co
Theorem (3.5) implies that all the polynomials become linearly independent. So
one obtains the Virasoro algebra in this case entirely from A^ The hierarchy
associated to the bilinear equation in this limit is known as the K.P. hierarchy. If
N < oo it follows easily that the polynomials are not all linearly independent. One
can now choose a suitable set of coordinates such that the τ-function does not
depend on xn,x2n,X3n>-- So the bilinear equation breaks up into "irreducible"
components. The nontrivial part is equivalent to the generalized KdV hierarchies
for A(χ\ while the trivial part, corresponding to a trivial hierarchy, decouples. The
linear independence of the polynomials Pt in the case N = oo implies that in
Theorem (3.5) all the irreducible representations of the Virasoro algebra appear.
One can consider the same limit in Theorem (3.6). Without knowing the precise
form of the analogue of the bilinear equation one may still conclude that also in
this case all irreducible representations will appear.

Summarizing we conclude that for finite N Theorem (3.5) respectively its
generalization (3.6) provide reducible representations of the Virasoro algebra
respectively of a W algebra, provided by hierarchies of partial differential equations,
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which decompose into a finite linear combination of irreducible representations.
This is similar to the situation in the well known coset construction applied to
higher level k representations, i.e. to A(^®A(^ a A(£+1) as described in [7]. It is
illuminating to explore this relation further, using the Miura transformation, to
describe the apparent connection with Kac-Moody current algebras. As a result
we will be able to relate the central charge with the q values obtained in the
previous section. We will first discuss this for the Virasoro case, i.e. for
Theorem (3.4). The generalization is straightforward.

Recall from Sect. 2.1 that the variable u(x) transformed as the energy momentum
tensor. In view of the Miura transformation (3.21) one thus has two independent
solutions υa(x) which can be interpreted as currents ίdaφ. These currents build up
the level k SL2 Kac-Moody algebra. Via the Sugawara construction this leads to
the usual SL2 level k energy momentum tensor:

Tu.~Σ* - (335)

In this respect we conclude that the Miura transformation has the effect of "adding
a electric charge at infinity" to this energy momentum tensor. Computing the
operator product expansion (3.32), one finds for the central charge:

»-S£2 \JfV, \U.~J\JJ

AC ~τ~ ^

which is in agreement with the value found in [39,36,8]. At this point we recall
the value of the central charge c of an irreducible representation of the Virasoro
algebra provided by the coset construction as explained in Theorem 3.4:

c = 13 - -0- - 6(k + 2) = cg>2 - 2. (3.37)

We thus observe that the difference is independent of the level. (This observation
lies at the basis of a cohomological argument in [51], showing that the cohomology
of the reduced phase space is isomorphic to irreducible representations of the
Virasoro algebra.) Combining with the remarks above, we find that the irreducible
representations of the Virasoro algebra provided by the Miura transformation
(3.21) have central charge c given by (3.27). This result is easily generalized to
VF-algebras corresponding to SLN. The central charge of the usual energy
momentum tensor for a SLN level K Kac-Moody algebra reads k(n2 — l)/(/c + n).
Applying the Miura transformation one finds in a similar way as above the
modification of this value of the central charge:

(3.38)

The central charge of the quantum W algebra corresponding to SLN has been
computed in [7]. Using the result found there, one finds the generalization of (3.37),
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Again we observe that the difference is independent of the level k. We will find a
geometrical explanation of this fact in the next subsection. Let us conclude this
subsection with a comment on the relation with the value of the deformation
parameter q. This relation follows for example by applying the so-called
Bathe-construction [37] to the representations of the W algebras obtained above.
We will not present this formalism here. Using it, it follows that when q is a root
of unity it depends on the level k via

q = e2πilk+N, (3.40)

as is shown in [42]. In fact this formula was derived much earlier in [16]. This
concludes our discussion on the relation between the quantum group and the
quantum conformal algebras.

3.3 The Action of a Quantum W Algebra on the Moduli Space of Rίemann
Surfaces. In this last subsection we will find a geometrical explanation for the
relation between the representations of W algebras and representations of
Kac-Moody current algebras, provided by the Miura transformation (3.21). The
key point is to find a geometrical interpretation for the Hillbert space associated
with the quantum group introduced in Sect. (3.1). For this it is convenient to
consider the quantum R matrix as the monodromy matrix of the correlation function
associated with the fields φ in the underlying conformal field theory. This is
extensively discussed in [42,43]. An n point correlation function G(xί9...9xn)
defines a multivalued function on a subspace H0 c= C" as follows [43]. Introduce
first the set H:

The correlation functions are actually invariant under a permutation of the points
Xi^Π, hence they are invariant under the -diagonal action of the symmetric group
Sn. That is the correlation functions are multi- valued functions on

H0 = H/Sn.

It is not hard to see that H0 is not simply connected, and in fact:

Bn. (3.41)

This shows that there is a natural diagonal action of the braid group on the
correlation functions. One can use this action to define the correlation functions
as single valued functions on the universal covering of H0. Consider two curves
ξi(t),ξi+1(t) with ίe[0, 1] such that their composition represents a loop in C2,

Restricting to H0 this defines an element Rii+ΐeBn. In fact by acting with this
element on G(xί9. . . , xn) defines a new correlation function on Rii+lH0. Repeating
this n times one produces a correlation function which only depends on a given
element ReBn:
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such that

G(xl9...9xn) = RG(ξl9...9ξn) (3.42)

defines a single valued function on the universal cover RH0 of H0. This shows
that the correlation functions define a representation of the braid group, which
determines completely the monodromy of these functions:

0(^(0),..., ξn(0)) = RG(ξ1(l)9..., £„(!)). (3.43)

Observe that the monodromy of G is trivial if and only if R defines a unitrary
representation of Bn. Equation (3.41) shows that correlation functions are actually
sections of a complex vector bundle V over H0 with fibre V1® ®Vn9Vi = Cm.

The requirement that the monodromy is trivial is thus equivalent with requiring
that R is the holonomy of a (project!vely) flat connection in V. (The projectivity
of the connection will become clear below.) Locally such a connection is trivial
while globally it corresponds to a homomorphism

MHoHG (3.44)

which describes its holonomy. Here G is some Lie group acting in End (V) which
we will specify below. Thus, we find that the quantum R matrix amounts to a
monodromy representation of π^/fo). We can identify this holonomy quite easily
by using the relation between representations of the braid group and of the mapping
class group of a Riemann surface. It is well known [22] that the mapping class
group Γn of a genus n compact Riemann surface defined as

Γn = Diff/Diff0,

is generated by the Dehn twists along 2n + 1 nonintersecting homology cycles of
the surface and one further element, describing the twist along an intersecting
cycle. (Such a cycle is only present when the genus is greater than 1.) The Dehn
twists satisfy the relations of a 2n + 2 string braid group. So the mapping class
group of a genus n — 1 Riemann surface Σ is generated by a homomorphic image
of B2n+2 together with one extra element if the genus is larger than one. So on
the sphere and on the torus the complex vector bundle admits a flat connection,
while for higher genus it admits only a projectively flat connection. Thus the
representation (3.34) is equivalent with the monodromy representation of the
fundamental group of Σ,

π^HG. (3.45)

These observations give rise to an alternative description of the representation
space of the quantum group associated with R. Namely it corresponds to the space
of functions on the possible monodromy representations (3.35). More precisely, if
V denotes the Hubert space mentioned in Theorem (3.2) we have

7 = Hom(^(i;),G)/G, (3.46)

where Horn denotes the set of representations π1(ΣI)-^ G. The Hubert space is
obtained as this set modulo the action of the inner automorphisms of G. It is well
known that the smooth part of this space is a manifold which admits a Kάhler
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structure, which depends on the choice of G. In particular in [44] it is shown that
if G = 5L2 then this Kahler structure can be identified as the Weil-Petersson Kahler
form on the moduli space of stable Riemann surfaces. One may generalize this to
other groups; here we will consider the case for the groups SLN (see [44]). For
definiteness we first consider G = SL2. Thus, the space Fin (3.46) should provide an
irreducible representation of the Virasoro algebra. We will now show that this is
indeed the case. The argument is as follows. The Kahler form is in fact the first
Chern class on the determinant line bundle λj of holomorphic j differentials on
moduli space. In [41] we have computed this Chern class as the curvature of the
so-called Quillen metric. The result found there reads:

ωwp, (3.47)
24π2

where ωwp is the Weil-Peterson Kahler from.
Next we recall the result obtained in [1], namely that a given representation

of the Virasoro algebra with central charge c, corresponds to the space of
holomorphic sections of a determinant line bundle Lc. This space is endowed with
a Hermitian metric. By a theorem of Harer this bundle is isomorphic to a power
of the determinant line bundle of the holomorphic one forms. More precisely:
LCJ2 ~ λ1. Thus it follows that the curvature denoted by Ω of the Hermitian metric
on Lc is proportional to the Weil-Petersson Kahler form:

At this point we recall that the value of the central charge c is given by (3.27).
The bundle λj together with its anti-holomorphic counterpart, corresponds to the
Hubert space of a (b,c) ghost system of weight (j — l,j), which has a so-called
conformal anomaly given by — 2(62j2 — 6/+1). So we arrive at the following
geometrical interpretation of the representations obtained in the previous
subsection, namely that the Hubert space Lc (providing an irreducible
representation of the Virasoro algebra) is isomorphic to an irreducible
representation of the SL2 level k current algebra after application of the
Miura transformation, times the Hubert space of a (b,c) ghost system of spin

7=1-
It seems natural to expect that this generalizes to the W algebras for SLN. The

following remarks sustain this idea. For SLN the factor N4 — 2JV3 + N corresponds
to the sum of the conformal anomalies of n different (b,c) ghost systems, for
1 <> n ̂  N - 1, of weight (- N + n - 1, N - n). The fact all of them have to be taken
into account is consistent with the filtration property of the W algebras discussed
in Sect. (2.2). Furthermore, one expects that the anomalies cancel for a particular
value of c, i.e. there should be a global section on the moduli space, like for the
Virasoro algebra when c = 26. In this case there is an invariant of the action of
the Virasoro algebra given by the so-called Mumford form:

". (3.49)
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In a possible generalization to the other W algebras the filtration property of these
algebras may be used to decompose the general bundle V into subbundles
V = Vl (x) (x) VN where each of the subbundles V{ provide irreducible
representations of the lower order W algebras. Subsequently, using the
Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem one may determine the invariant action
on the moduli space. For example for the SL3 W algebra this suggests the invariant

μ(2) = λ 3 (g)A 2 (8)λo 1 3 ~ 3 7 (3.50)

so that the critical value of the central charge is given by c = 100. This value also
appears in [7] where it is related to the (b,c) ghost systems of weight (0,1) and
(—1,2). This concludes our discussion on the W algebra acting on the moduli space.

Note added. During the typing of the manuscript recent work by P. Mathieu [45] and K. Yamagishi
[46] came to our attention, in which similar aspects as discussed in Sects. 2 and 3 have been presented.
We also received a preprint by G. Lusztig [47], in which a proof is presented of the quantization of
integrable irreducible highest weight modules of arbitrary Kac-Moody algebras. The contents of the
present paper have been reported at the CIME conference on "Global Geometry and Mathematical
Physics," held at Montecatini, Italy, July 1988.
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